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Notorious as the emperor who fiddled while Rome burned, Nero has been absolved of blame for the great fire by recent archaeological and historical studies.
Nero gets bad rap for burning Rome
Musei Capitolini, Sala Imperatori, Rome Nero was the last in the hereditary line descended from the Emperor Augustus, a nephew of the Emperor Claudius who was reputed to have murderously ...
Was Nero A Hero? Seeking To Rehabilitate The Reviled Roman Emperor, The British Museum Exposes The Politics Of Duplicity
The reigns of the Julio-Claudian emperors were characterized by murder and debauchery. This book presents a narrative of these reigns, ranging from Augustus to Nero, with passages in original Latin ...
From Augustus to Nero
The last male descendant of the emperor Augustus, Nero succeeded to the throne in AD 54 aged just 16 and died a violent death at 30. His turbulent rule saw chaotic events that include the Great ...
Nero: new exhibition challenges infamy of Roman ruler
Nearly 2,000 years ago, Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus, then emperor of Rome, is reported to have changed the year of the Games - from AD 65 to AD 67 - so that he could compete in chariot
...
Olympic scandals: How the Games were tarnished through personal favours, controversy and corruption
Although he did not rule for long, he gave Rome fresh hope and a whole dynasty of emperors ... he needed an heir. Caesar quickly adopted his great nephew, Augustus. He also moved fast to ...
Bust of Julius Caesar
Nobody expected Claudius to become emperor ... He had succeeded where Caesar had failed. This was the most important addition to the empire since the time of Augustus. Even this success, however ...
Bust of Claudius in later life
refusing to burn incense and declare Caesar Nero as Lord was like signing your own death warrant. As an aside, since Nero ruled from A.D. 54-68 he would have been the emperor to whom Paul appealed ...
What Does 666 Really Mean in Revelation?
She was the sister of the emperor Caligula, the wife of Claudius and the mother of Nero. Each one honoured ... grandfather was the first emperor, Augustus. When Augustus died, he was deified ...
The most powerful Roman you've never heard of
In 31BC, Augustus Caesar, known at the time as Octavian, became the first Emperor of Rome at the young age of 32 with the promise to restoring peace and security. Following his decisive victory ...
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Spirit of Augustus Caesar - Denis Tanti
The marble slab dates to the expansion of the sacred part of the city, marking the boundary between it and newly conquered territory ...
2,000-year-old border stone of Emperor Claudius uncovered in Rome
Nero playing the fiddle or lyre while Rome burns. In truth, Rome carved out an empire while it was still a republic, destroying Carthage in the process. Yet that is barely remembered. Jesus was born ...
Always I am Caesar
Augustus Caesar, the great-nephew of Julius Caesar, was the first emperor of Rome. Octavian battled both Cleopatra VII and Marc Antony and their armies prior to ascending to power as emperor.
50 Most Powerful Leaders of All Time
Controlling them both, Nero’s mother, Julia Agrippina the Younger, Roman empress, great-granddaughter of the Emperor Augustus, sister of the Emperor Caligula, niece and fourth wife of Emperor ...
"The Sacred Band" By James Romm
Host Eric Geller discovers what life was like during Emperor Nero's tyrannical reign and Augustus's reforms by peeling back the hidden history of Rome. What's at the heart of the Big Apple? Explore a ...
Cities of the Underworld
According to legend, the Roman emperor Nero set fire to his majestic ... one that ultimately led to the fall of Nero and the end of the dynasty that began with Julius Caesar. This is a YouTube ...
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